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HVAC Equations, Data, and Rules of Thumb, Third Edition
The 2004 ASHRAE Handbook-HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various common systems and the equipment
(components or assemblies) that comprise them, and describes features and differences. This information helps system
designers and operators in selecting and using equipment. Major sections include Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems
(chapters on system analysis and selection, air distribution, in-room terminal systems, centralized and decentralized
systems, heat pumps, panel heating and cooling, cogeneration and engine-driven systems, heat recovery, steam and
hydronic systems, district systems, small forced-air systems, infrared radiant heating, and water heating); Air-Handling
Equipment (chapters on duct construction, air distribution, fans, coils, evaporative air-coolers, humidifiers, mechanical and
desiccant dehumidification, air cleaners, industrial gas cleaning and air pollution control).

Radiant Heating and Cooling Handbook
The Green Studio Handbook remains an essential resource for design studios and professional practice. This extensive and
user-friendly tool presents practical guidelines for the application of green strategies during the schematic design of
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buildings. Students and professionals can quickly get up to speed on system viability and sizing. Each of forty-three
environmental strategies includes a brief description of principles and concepts, step-by-step guidance for integrating the
strategy during the early stages of design, annotated tables and charts to assist with preliminary sizing, key issues to
consider when implementing the strategy, and pointers to further resources. Ten new in-depth case studies illustrate
diverse and successful green buildings integrated design projects and how the whole process comes together This third
edition features updated tables and charts that will help to save energy, water, and material resources during the early
stages of design. More than 500 sketches and full-color images illustrate how to successfully apply strategies. A glossary, a
project index listing 105 buildings in 20 countries, updated tables and drawings, and I-P and SI units increase the usefulness
of The Green Studio Handbook.

ASHRAE Handbook
HVAC Water Chillers and Cooling Towers provides fundamental principles and practical techniques for the design,
application, purchase, operation, and maintenance of water chillers and cooling towers. Written by a leading expert in the
field, the book analyzes topics such as piping, water treatment, noise control, electrical service, and energy effi

Principles of Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
The ASHRAE Laboratory Design Guide has been organized and developed to provide owners, designers, contractors, and
operators with key information on the essential requirements for achieving high quality laboratory facilities. This design
guide can be used for the design, troubleshooting, and operation of laboratory facilities or can be used as a comprehensive
reference.

Air-conditioning System Design Manual
Tall commercial office buildings present a series of design problems that differ from those that are found in other projects in
the built environment. HVAC Design Guide for Tall Commercial Buildings provides guidance in both understanding the HVAC
design problems of tall commercial office buildings and in detailing their alternative solutions.

2004 ASHRAE Handbook
The dissertation investigates the scientific and business factors that have resulted in air-conditioning being a major
contributor to climate-change. With his architectural background, the author demonstrates how a design methodology, not
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commonly adopted in scientific studies, may actually be a suitable way of dealing with a complex problem: the 'business as
usual' scenario involving building science, sociological values and consumer behavior. Using his innovations as case studies,
the author shows how good ideas cannot be evaluated on scientific merit alone and demonstrates why commercialization
may have a pivotal role in deployment of research-based technology. He advances the theory of personalized thermal
comfort which can potentially resolve the air-conditioning conundrum.

Handbook of Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Ashrae Handbook 2016
HVAC and refrigeration problems make up about 18% of the mechanical PE exam's breadth module and 100% of the depth
module so getting some problem solving practice in this area is a good idea. Topics covered include principles,
fundamentals, equipment and materials, and applications.

District Cooling Guide
This collection of papers, which was subjected to strict peer-review by 2 to 4 expert referees, aims to collect together the
latest advances in, and applications of, traditional constructional materials, advanced constructional materials and green
building materials. It cannot fail to suggest new ideas and strategies to be tried in this field.

Ashrae Handbook 2019
Instrument Engineers' Handbook, Volume Two
FEMA-P-459. Risk Management Series. This manual provides building owners and their design consultants with guidance on
developing a program of incremental security enhancements that can be implemented over a period of time.

2012 ASHRAE Handbook
* A classic reference providing the applications, on-the-job insights, codes and specifications, and direction needed to
design HVAC systems * Covers residential, commercial, and industrial systems * NEW coverage of Energy Conservation and
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Digital Control Practice and greater emphasis on indoor air quality

Advanced Building Materials
The 2004 ASHRAE Handbook--HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various systems and the equipment (components or
assemblies) that comprise them, and describes features and differences. This information helps system designers and
operators in selecting and using equipment. It is divided into seven sections: Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems; AirHandling Equipment and Components; Heating Equipment and Components; Cooling Equipment and Components; General
Components; Packaged, Unitary and Split-System Equipment, and General. An accompanying CD-ROM (free with the
book--also sold separately) contains all the volume's chapters in both I-P and SI units.

HVAC Systems Design Handbook
The 2004 ASHRAE Handbook-HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various common systems and the equipment
(components or assemblies) that comprise them, and describes features and differences. This information helps system
designers and operators in selecting and using equipment. Major sections include Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems
(chapters on system analysis and selection, air distribution, in-room terminal systems, centralized and decentralized
systems, heat pumps, panel heating and cooling, cogeneration and engine-driven systems, heat recovery, steam and
hydronic systems, district systems, small forced-air systems, infrared radiant heating, and water heating); Air-Handling
Equipment (chapters on duct construction, air distribution, fans, coils, evaporative air-coolers, humidifiers, mechanical and
desiccant dehumidification, air cleaners, industrial gas cleaning and air pollution control).

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
HVAC Systems Design Handbook, Fifth Edition
The Air Conditioning Manual assists entry-level engineers in the design of air-conditioning systems. It is also usable - in
conjunction with fundamental HVAC&R resource material - as a senior- or graduate-level text for a university course in
HVAC system design. The manual was written to fill the void between theory and practice - to bridge the gap between realworld design practices and the theoretical calculations and analytical procedures or on the design of components. This
second edition represents an update and revision of the manual. It now features the use of SI units throughout, updated
references and the editing of many illustrations. * Helps engineers quickly come up with a design solution to a required air
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conditioning system. * Includes issues from comfort to cooling load calculations. * New sections on "Green HVAC" systems
deal with hot topic of sustainable buildings.

ASHRAE Laboratory Design Guide
The 2008 ASHRAE Handbook--HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various systems and the equipment (components or
assemblies) that comprise them, and describes features and differences. This information helps system designers and
operators in selecting and using equipment. It is divided into seven sections: Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems; AirHandling Equipment and Components; Heating Equipment and Components; Cooling Equipment and Components; General
Components; Packaged, Unitary and Split-System Equipment, and General. An accompanying CD-ROM (free with the
book"also sold separately) contains all the volume's chapters in both I-P and SI units.

HVAC Simplified
The 2012 ASHRAE Handbook--HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various systems and the equipment (components or
assemblies) they comprise, and describes features and differences. This information helps system designers and operators
in selecting and using equipment. An accompanying CD-ROM contains all the volume's chapters in both I-P and SI units.

ASHRAE Handbook
Drawing from the best of the widely dispersed literature in the field and the authorÕs vast professional knowledge and
experience, here is todayÕs most exhaustive, one-stop coverage of the fundamentals, design, installation, and operation of
industrial refrigeration systems. Detailing the industry changes caused by the conversion from CFCs to non-ozone-depleting
refrigerants and by the development of microprocessors and new secondary coolants, Industrial Refrigeration Handbook
also examines multistage systems; compressors, evaporators, and condensers; piping, vessels, valves and refrigerant
controls; liquid recirculation; refrigeration load calculations; refrigeration and freezing of food; and safety procedures.
Offering a rare compilation of thermodynamic data on the most-used industrial refrigerants, the Handbook is a mother lode
of vital information and guidance for every practitioner in the field.

2004 ASHRAE Handbook
The 2013 ASHRAE Handbook--Fundamentals covers basic principles and data used in the HVAC and R industry. Updated
with research sponsored by ASHRAE and others, this volume includes 1,000 pages and 39 chapters covering general
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engineering information, basic materials, climate data, load and energy calculations, duct and pipe design, and
sustainability, plus reference tables for abbreviations and symbols, I-P to SI conversions, and physical properties of
materials.

2004 ASHRAE Handbook
The latest update to Bela Liptak's acclaimed "bible" of instrument engineering is now available. Retaining the format that
made the previous editions bestsellers in their own right, the fourth edition of Process Control and Optimization continues
the tradition of providing quick and easy access to highly practical information. The authors are practicing engineers, not
theoretical people from academia, and their from-the-trenches advice has been repeatedly tested in real-life applications.
Expanded coverage includes descriptions of overseas manufacturer's products and concepts, model-based optimization in
control theory, new major inventions and innovations in control valves, and a full chapter devoted to safety. With more than
2000 graphs, figures, and tables, this all-inclusive encyclopedic volume replaces an entire library with one authoritative
reference. The fourth edition brings the content of the previous editions completely up to date, incorporates the
developments of the last decade, and broadens the horizons of the work from an American to a global perspective. Béla G.
Lipták speaks on Post-Oil Energy Technology on the AT&T Tech Channel.

Ashrae Handbook 2018
The Green Studio Handbook
The District Cooling Guide provides design guidance for all major aspects of district cooling systems, including central
chiller plants, chilled-water distribution systems, and consumer interconnection. It draws on the expertise of an extremely
diverse international team with current involvement in the industry and hundreds of years of combined experience.

2004 ASHRAE Handbook
Annotation The 2016 ASHRAE Handbook-HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various systems and the equipment
(components or assemblies) they comprise, and describes features and differences. This information helps system
designers and operators in selecting and using equipment. ASHRAE Technical Committees in each subject area have
reviewed all chapters and revised them as needed for current technology and practice. An accompanying CD-ROM contains
all the volumes and chapters in both I-P and SI units.
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HVAC Water Chillers and Cooling Towers
The Latest Information and “Tricks of the Trade” for Achieving First-Rate HVAC Designs on Any Construction Job! HVAC
Equations, Data, and Rules of Thumb presents a wealth of state-of-the-art HVAC design information and guidance, ranging
from air distribution to piping systems to plant equipment. This popular reference has now been fully updated to reflect the
construction industry's new single body of codes and standards. Featuring an outline format for ease of use, the Second
Edition of this all-in-one sourcebook contains: Updated HVAC codes and standards, including the 2006 International Building
Code Over 200 equations for everything from ductwork to air-handling systems ASME and ASHRAE code specifications Over
350 rules of thumb for cooling, heating, ventilation, and more New material including: coverage of the new single body of
construction codes now used throughout the country Inside This Updated HVAC Design Guide • Definitions • Equations •
Rules of Thumb for Cooling, Heating, Infiltration, Ventilation, Humidification, People/Occupancy, Lighting, and
Appliance/Equipment • Cooling Load Factors • Heating Load Factors • Design Conditions and Energy Conservation • HVAC
System Selection Criteria • Air Distribution Systems • Piping Systems (General, Hydronic, Glycol, Steam, Steam
Condensate, AC Condensate, Refrigerant) • Central Plant Equipment (Air-Handling Units, Chillers, Boilers, Cooling Towers,
Heat Exchangers) • Auxiliary Equipment (Fans, Pumps, Motors, Controllers, Variable-Frequency Drives, Filters, Insulation,
Fire Stopping) • Automatic Controls/Building Automation Systems • Equipment Schedules • Equipment Manufacturers •
Building Construction Business Fundamentals • Architectural, Structural, and Electrical Information • Conversion Factors •
Properties of Air and Water • Designer's Checklist • Professional Societies and Trade Organizations • References and Design
Manuals • Cleanroom Criteria and Standards

Energy Audit of Building Systems
Annotation This book provides a thorough introduction and a practical guide to the principles and characteristics of controls,
and how to apply them in the use, selection, specification and design of control systems.

2008 ASHRAE Handbook
HVAC Simplified (zip file)This text provides an understanding of fundamental HVAC concepts and how to extend these
principles to the explanation of simple design tools used to create building systems that are efficient and provide
comfortable and healthy environments. The text contains twelve chapters that review the fundamentals of refrigeration,
heat transfer, and psychrometrics. Information from the ASHRAE Handbook"Fundamentals is summarized and
supplemented with items from industry sources. The remaining chapters assemble information from ASHRAE Handbooks,
ASHRAE standards and manufacturer data present design procedures commonly used by professional engineers. Other
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topics include equipment selection and specification, comfort and IAQ, building assemblies, heating and cooling loads, air
distribution system design, water distribution system design, electrical and control systems, design for energy efficiency,
and design for economic value. A suite of complementary spreadsheet programs that incorporate design and computation
procedures from the text are provided on the CD that accompanies this book. These programs include psychrometric
analysis, equipment selection, heating and cooling load calculation, an electronic "ductulator," piping system design, a
ductwork cost calculator, and programs to evaluate building system demand and energy efficiency. Future updates to these
programs can be found at www.ashrae.org/updates. The downloadable version of this product comes as a zip file and
includes a PDF of the User's Manual and all the supporting files located on the CD that accompanies the print version. You
must have WinZip to open the download.

Criteria for Moisture Control
Based on the most recent standards from ASHRAE, the sixth editionprovides complete and up-to-date coverage of all
aspects ofheating, ventilation, and air conditioning. The latest loadcalculation procedures, indoor air quality procedures,
and issuesrelated to ozone depletion are covered. New to this edition is theinclusion of additional realistic, interactive and
in-depthexamples available on the book website(www.wiley.com/college/mcquiston) that enable students to
simulatevarious scenarios to apply concepts from the text. Also integratedthroughout the text are numerous worked
examples that clearlyshow students how to apply the concepts in realisticscenarios. The sixth edition has also been revised
to be moreaccessible to students for easier comprehension. Suitable for one or two semester, Junior/Senior/Graduate
coursein HVAC taught in Mechanical Engineering, ArchitecturalEngineering, and Mechanical Engineering Technology
departments.

Six-minute Solutions for Mechanical PE Exam
"Provides in-depth design recommendations and proven, cost effective, and reliable solutions for health care HVAC design
that provide low maintenance cost and high reliability based on best practices from consulting and hospital engineers with
decades of experience in the design, construction, and operation of health care facilities"--

The Future of Thermal Comfort in an Energy- Constrained World
This reference collects dispersed information about the influence of moisture on a variety of phenomena for those who need
to select the correct moisture level in a variety of building types. Causes and results of poor humidity selection are
explained. A companion to the Handbook of dehumidification technology (by the same author), which explains how
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moisture can be controlled. This work explains why such control is so important. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR

HVAC Design Manual for Hospitals and Clinics
Updated to include recent advances, this third edition presents strategies and analysis methods for conserving energy and
reducing operating costs in residential and commercial buildings. The book explores the latest approaches to measuring
and improving energy consumption levels, with calculation examples and Case Studies. It covers field testing, energy
simulation, and retrofit analysis of existing buildings. It examines subsystems—such as lighting, heating, and cooling—and
techniques needed for accurately evaluating them. Auditors, managers, and students of energy systems will find this book
to be an invaluable resource for their work. Explores state-of-the-art techniques and technologies for reducing energy
combustion in buildings. Presents the latest energy efficiency strategies and established methods for energy estimation.
Provides calculation examples that outline the application of the methods described. Examines the major building
subsystems: lighting, heating, and air-conditioning. Addresses large-scale retrofit analysis approaches for existing building
stocks. Introduces the concept of energy productivity to account for the multiple benefits of energy efficiency for buildings.
Includes Case Studies to give readers a realistic look at energy audits. Moncef Krarti has vast experience in designing,
testing, and assessing innovative energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies applied to buildings. He graduated
from the University of Colorado with both MS and PhD in Civil Engineering. Prof. Krarti directed several projects in designing
energy-efficient buildings with integrated renewable energy systems. He has published over 3000 technical journals and
handbook chapters in various fields related to energy efficiency, distribution generation, and demand-side management for
the built environment. Moreover, he has published several books on building energy-efficient systems. Prof. Krarti is Fellow
member to the American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME), the largest international professional society. He is the
founding editor of the ASME Journal of Sustainable Buildings & Cities Equipment and Systems. Prof. Krarti has taught several
different courses related to building energy systems for over 20 years in the United States and abroad. As a professor at the
University of Colorado, Prof. Krarti has been managing the research activities of an energy management center at the
school with an emphasis on testing and evaluating the performance of mechanical and electrical systems for residential and
commercial buildings. He has also helped the development of similar energy efficiency centers in other countries, including
Brazil, Mexico, and Tunisia. In addition, Prof. Krarti has extensive experience in promoting building energy technologies and
policies overseas, including the establishment of energy research centers, the development of building energy codes, and
the delivery of energy training programs in several countries.

2013 ASHRAE Handbook
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* A broad range of disciplines--energy conservation and air quality issues, construction and design, and the manufacture of
temperature-sensitive products and materials--is covered in this comprehensive handbook * Provide essential, up-to-date
HVAC data, codes, standards, and guidelines, all conveniently located in one volume * A definitive reference source on the
design, selection and operation of A/C and refrigeration systems

Fundamentals of HVAC Systems
Everything that new HVAC & R engineers will be expected to learn, from the leading industry body - ASHRAE.

2010 ASHRAE Handbook
HVAC Equations, Data, and Rules of Thumb, 2nd Ed.
This comprehensive volume, often called the “HVAC bible,” has been thoroughly updated to cover the latest code changes,
equipment, and techniques HVAC Equations, Data, and Rules of Thumb, 3e offers all of the information an HVAC student or
professional needs in one resource. The book thoroughly explains the expansion of piping systems and temperature
limitations of new materials such as polyethylene, polypropylene, PVC, CPVC, and PEX. Detailed information is included for
all types of facilities, including offices, hotels, hospitals, restaurants, commercial spaces, and computer rooms. This
practical handbook reflects all the latest code changes—including the ASHRAE standards—and explains how to interpret
and put them to use. It includes completely updated coverage of new pumps, chillers, air handling units, cooling equipment,
boilers, and pipe material. You will get complete coverage of sustainability organizations that have become more important
since last edition, including LEED, USGBC, Energy Star. Features hundreds of equations and rules for everything from
ductwork to air-handling systems Includes a brand-new chapter on sound, vibration, and acoustics Contains an updated list
of equipment manufacturers for all products featured

Fundamentals of HVAC Control Systems
Annotation The 2010 ASHRAE Handbook-Refrigeration covers the refrigeration equipment and systems for applications
other than human comfort. This book includes information on cooling, freezing, and storing food; industrial applications of
refrigeration; and low-temperature refrigeration. Primarily a reference for the practicing engineer, this volume is also useful
for anyone involved in cooling and storage of food products. This edition contains two new chapters, Chapter 3, "Carbon
Dioxide Refrigeration Systems" and Chapter 50, "Terminology of Refrigeration."
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Industrial Refrigeration Handbook
A complete, fully revised HVAC design reference Thoroughly updated with the latest codes, technologies, and practices, this
all-in-one resource provides details, calculations, and specifications for designing efficient and effective residential,
commercial, and industrial HVAC systems. HVAC Systems Design Handbook, Fifth Edition, features new information on
energy conservation and computer usage for design and control, as well as the most recent International Code Council (ICC)
Mechanical Code requirements. Detailed illustrations, tables, and essential HVAC equations are also included. This
comprehensive guide contains everything you need to design, operate, and maintain peak-performing HVAC systems.
Coverage includes: Load calculations Air- and fluid-handling systems Central plants Automatic controls Equipment for
cooling, heating, and air handling Electrical features of HVAC systems Design documentation--drawings and specifications
Construction through operation Technical report writing Engineering fundamentals-fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, heat
transfer, psychrometrics, sound and vibration Indoor air quality (IAQ) Sustainable HVAC systems Smoke management

Heat Vent and Air Conditioning Design Guide for Tall Commercial Buildings
Annotation Design radiant heating and cooling systems with help from top expertsThe first and only professional guide of its
kind, Radiant Heating and Cooling Handbook is packed with tools that make the work of HVAC systems designers,
engineers, and technicians go more smoothly and easily. Relating heating and cooling theory to the principles of thermal
comfort, this expert handbook by pros Richard Watson and Kirby Chapman provides all the help you need to select, design,
size, and position the most popular and efficient systems for industrial, commercial, and residential applications. You
get:*Case studies that clarify application and installation of every system type *Models for coupling radiant and forced air
heating and cooling for the ultimate in comfortable, energy-saving interiors *Examples and sample calculations to solve realworld radiant heating and cooling problems in building, contracting, and engineering *Equations, strategies, and analyses to
help you set parameters from sizing and cost to human comfortability.

Incremental Protection for Existing Commercial Buildings from Terrorist Attack: Providing
Protection to People and Buildings
This book discusses enhancing the overall energy performance of building central air-conditioning systems through fault
diagnosis and robust control strategies. Fault diagnosis strategies aim to determine the exact cause of problems and
evaluate the energy impact on the system, while robust control strategies aim to manage chilled water systems to avoid
the occurrence of low delta-T syndrome and deficit flow problems. Presenting the first academic study of the diagnostic
method and control mechanism of “small temperature difference syndrome”, the book describes the highly robust and
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adaptive fault-tolerant control method developed to overcome the influences of external disturbance on the process control
in practical applications. The diagnostic technology developed provides a predictive assessment of the energy dissipation
effect of the fault. This book is a valuable reference resource for researchers and designers in the areas of building energy
management and built environment control, as well as for senior undergraduate and graduate students.

Diagnosis and Robust Control of Complex Building Central Chilling Systems for Enhanced
Energy Performance
The 2004 ASHRAE Handbook--HVAC Systems and Equipment discusses various systems and the equipment (components or
assemblies) that comprise them, and describes features and differences. This information helps system designers and
operators in selecting and using equipment. It is divided into seven sections: Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems; AirHandling Equipment and Components; Heating Equipment and Components; Cooling Equipment and Components; General
Components; Packaged, Unitary and Split-System Equipment, and General. An accompanying CD-ROM (free with the
book--also sold separately) contains all the volume's chapters in both I-P and SI units.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
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